VENETIANS
WALLCOVERING COLLECTIONS
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ACROSS TIME.
We turn to an artistry dating back some 3,000 years
ago to create the unexpected in the introduction of
Handcrafted by Atelier VENETIANS. This collection’s
two wallcovering qualities – Morandi and Scarpa
- owe their inspiration to Italian masters of art and
architecture– Giorgio Morandi and Carlo Scarpa.
We share in these artists’ reverence of nature and
time-honored craft with a modernist eye. Constructed
by hand, our artisans use classic materials of plasters,
pigments, and marble dust with a classically trained
hand. However, it’s in each quality’s design, texture,
and color that express what’s uniquely our own and
distinctive to our Handcrafted by Atelier surfaces.
With eight colorways expressed in both Morandi
and Scarpa qualities, as well as our invitation for
customization, there’s no doubt what we create in our
Venetians wall textures is a labor of artisanal love.
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MORANDI
Born in 1890, Giorgio Morandi was his generation’s
disrupter. His mastery of nuance and technique
with a new voice in tonal and spatial relations
inspire us. Our Morandi quality finds his spirit in
the handmade surface we construct that expresses
a palpable light in its layers of tones and textures.
A complement to any interior space – residential
or commercial – Morandi says organic modernity.
Morandi, MRA-225 Intuition
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Grained Light
MRA-221

Sundial
MRA-222

Infinity
MRA-223

Metaphor
MRA-224

Intuition
MRA-225

Planes
MRA-226

Natura
MRA-227

La Notte
MRA-228

Morandi, MRA-225 Intuition

morandi goes beyond its surface.

Packaged in panels 30” W x 10’ L. Content: Plasters, Pigments, Marble Dust.
Flammability Rating: ASTM E84 Class A. Color is shown for reference only.
Custom colors and lengths are available upon request
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SCARPA
The creation of our Scarpa quality pays homage to
the great architect, Carlo Scarpa. In this quality our
plasterwork composite must go a step further to
accommodate our design of a rhythmic, geometric
silkscreen

pattern.

Within

this

foundation,

the pattern serves as a second skin. Carefully
coaxed with our signature hand-application, the
silkscreen design is punctuated by the maker’s use
of age-old wood-blocking tools and techniques.
Scarpa SCP-127 Natura
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Grained Light
SCP-121

Sundial
SCP-122

Infinity
SCP-123

Metaphor
SCP-124

Intuition
SCP-125

Planes
SCP-126

Scarpa SCP-127 Natura

architectural, yet abstract, scarpa is one-of-a-kind.
Natura
SCP-127

La Notte
SCP-128

Packaged in panels 30” W x 10’ L. Content: Plasters, Pigments, Marble Dust.
Flammability Rating: ASTM E84 Class A. Color is shown for reference only.
Custom colors are available upon request
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With

artisan

time-honored

plasterwork

technique, our VENETIANS collection sets
a modern vocabulary for depth, tone, and
a sense of palpable light in wallcoverings.
For

more

details

on

our

Handcrafted

by

Atelier VENETIANS Wallcoverings please visit
gregoriuspineo.com
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